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About the Innovation Champion Series

Innovation is an integral part of developing a resilient and diverse business.  In today’s changing

business landscape, understanding key trends within sustainability practices, funding,

collaboration and innovation development are pivotal in ensuring a business is able to fortify

itself in changing market conditions.   This report forms part of the Innovation Champion series.

Developed by the Acceleration Through Innovation’s Innovation Champion in collaboration with

university academics, it services as a reference guide for businesses on relevant trends that

have proven popular over the last two years, which can enhance the innovation journey.

Innovation Champion reports on the following areas are available through ATI2's digital platform:

The Innovation Studio:

Beginning your Innovation Journey with Stakeholder Mapping

Understanding your Market with a Competitor Analysis

The importance of Life Cycle Assessment

Research and the Importance of Horizon Scanning

Efficient Supply Chain Management for Businesses

Universities as a Collaborative Partner

Students as a Valuable Resource

Sustainable Packaging

Legislation and British Standards

If you would like any more information about The Innovation Champion Series, please email

ati.research@plymouth.ac.uk

Acceleration Through Innovation 2 (ATI2) is a three year £3.4 million European Regional

Development Fund (ERDF) project which supports business innovation across Cornwall and Isles

of Scilly. Led by the University of Plymouth, the project drives a culture of innovation, supporting

businesses who are looking to adopt innovative processes or who have aspirations to bring a

new product or service to the market.

Businesses working with ATI2 benefit from fully funded support in a number of areas, including

access to: valuable university resources, world-class research and innovation expertise, market

research, specialist consultancy, guidance on IP and prototyping, and innovation grants.

A B O U T  T H E  A C C E L E R A T I O N  T H R O U G H  I N N O V A T I O N  P R O G R A M M E



Universities are a wealth of information

available for businesses to engage with

that can lead to a plethora of

opportunities for all parties involved. 

 As a large ecosystem bringing

together communities, academia,

businesses, government and many

others, universities are well placed to

foster relationships that can help with

your organisational needs. Due to

changes within the university

landscape evidencing impact is an

important aspect of all university

activities which has increased their

collaborations within the community.  

Collaboration can be short term or for

many a long term engagement enables

innovation to grow for both parties. 

 Several reports written over the last 10

years all agree that 

INTRODUCTION
to Universities as collaborative partners

university-business collaboration as

being fundamental to a strong

innovation system.  Whether it is

through student engagement, use of

facilities, collaboration on research,

grant funding proposals, or shared

space, there is a wealth of opportunity

within the university landscape.

The information contained within this

report is not sector specific and

applies to any size of business and can

enable you to determine whether

university collaboration is the right path

for your business.  To collaborate with

a university it is important to determine

what you want to learn. This guide will

help you make the first steps in

understanding the offering that

universities could entail.  



THE UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM

Universities are major contributors to

society, to the economy at local, national

and international level.  For the UK

government both businesses and

universities are key to their agenda of

increasing innovation and productivity

levels.  According to Tim Wilson’s report

on university collaboration ‘Universities

are an integral part of the skills and

innovation supply chain to business’ [1]  

 Originally described as the golden

triangle of government, business and

universities innovation system, theorists

including the National Centre for

Universities and Business now believe it

needs to be a golden pentangle

including the financial markets that fund

new ideas and technologies and the

intermediating activities and bodies that

enable innovation collaboration.  “The

full range of interconnectedness has to

be captured if we are to understand

economically successful innovation and

the mechanisms that support it.”   This

ecosystem highlights that businesses are

integral to university advancement and

vice-versa so collaboration is welcomed

and promoted.  

[1] Wilson, T (2012) A Review of Business–University Collaboration, UK Government



THE UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM

At a regional level the university and

business sectors are integral to the

ecosystem, bringing together a wealth of

different partners that can enable new

direction and innovation.  Many

universities are involved at local

government level, working closely with

the Local Enterprise Partnerships to

enable the vision for the region to take

shape.  Getting involved with the

university can help you engage with local 

policy and collaborate on research that

benefits the whole ecosystem. Today

universities are encouraging business

collaboration and collaborative space

through enterprise zones and outreach

departments such as ‘Enterprise

Solutions’ at the University of Plymouth

which has enabled a guided route into

the vast opportunities that are held

within the university landscape.

Source: https://blogs.royalsociety.org/in-verba/2015/07/17/working-together-the-dowling-review-of-business-university-research-collaborations/



Organisations have been introduced to

help the collaboration, Innovate UK, the

Knowledge Transfer Network, the

National Centre for Universities and

Business and The Catapult Centres are

focused on increasing the collaboration

through testing, grants, advice and

webinars.   To enable collaboration it is a

good place to start to understand the

themes that the universities are working

towards under central government

direction.  

Innovate UK

Part of the UK Research and Innovation

Network, which brought together all the

research councils under one umbrella

organisation to enable a more

connected approach between academic

research, businesses, charities and

government.  Run by the UK government

there is a wealth of information on the

areas of research and innovation the

country is focusing on. They are

responsible for the majority of grants

available to the business sector and

there are multiple collaboration grants

available that can aid your work with a

university partner.  This organisation is

encouraging more universities to reach

out to businesses for the purposes of

highlighting their world class research

can have impact on businesses and the

community.   

https://apply-for-innovation-

funding.service.gov.uk/competition/searc

h?

_ga=2.261297166.2093004308.1597843058-

1047144597.1596450788

The Knowledge Transfer Network

A division of Innovate UK, the network

aims to connect innovators with partners

and opportunities beyond the scope of

the organisation.  Their connections span

business, government, funders, research

and the third sector.  For businesses their

services include identifying strategic

goals and innovation pathways, delivering

a portfolio of activities at regional,

national and global level.   

https://ktn-uk.org/programme/partner-

with-us/

THE UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM



The Catapult Network

The Catapults are a network of world-

leading technology centres designed to

transform the UK’s capability for

innovation in areas of strength and drive

innovation to promote productivity and

economic growth.  The Catapults are

centres located across the country

bringing together scientists, technical

specialists and businesses to work on

research and development.   They are

very welcoming to business and

although there are no major centres

within the Cornish area, projects within

the county have expanded the links with

these organisations and enabled

collaboration through the partnership. 

There are 9 centres covering high end

research and development. 

• Cell and Gene Therapy 

• Compound Semiconductor Application 

• Connected Places: for smarter living

and travelling research

• Digital – Advanced digital technology

centre

• Energy Systems 

• High Value manufacturing 

• Medicines Discovery

• Offshore Renewables Energy

• Satellite Applications

https://catapult.org.uk/catapult-centres/

THE UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM



National Centre for Universities

and Business

The National Centre for Universities and

Business (NCUB) is an independent and

not-for-profit membership organisation

that was introduced to promote

university-business collaboration across

the UK.  Made up of senior business

leaders and Vice-Chancellors to review

and make recommendations on the UK’s

long-term skills, graduate talent and

innovation needs.  They have three

themes:

• People, skills and talent development

• Research, innovation and knowledge

exchange

• Place, productivity and growth

Their remit is to understand the

landscape of the collaboration.  They

have some useful guides and tools on

their website that may be of interest. 

https://www.ncub.co.uk/

THE UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM



Improve Business Performance

Companies can improve business performance

through the development of new technologies.

For a business the university can open up new

pathways with their research that could enable

competitive advantage.  The universities sector

focuses on researching innovative new

methods and technologies which as discussed

previously they are looking at ways they can

achieve impact. This can be utilised to gain a

better performance.  

De-risking investment in research

Working with a university on a collaborative

research project can help de-risk the research

you are planning to undertake.  There is a

wealth of knowledge, equipment and

experience that you can tap into to understand

whether your new innovation is the way

forward.  We have seen this in multiple cases

within the ATI programme where academics

have given an insight on where the next stage

of an innovation process should be.

F O R  T H E  B U S I N E S S

There are many benefits to working with a

university not just for you, but for the

university and the wider community.

BENEFITS
of Collaboration



Updating and Widening Skills

Many universities design continuing

professional development courses that can

lead to effectively and efficiently updating

employee skills.  Universities are a source of

expertise that can help to upskill your

workforce.  Extending the capabilities and

expertise within your organisation can lead to a

more sustainable business model.

Connections to different industries

Universities can bring together different fields

of expertise and offer new insights and links

that can benefit your company.  As part of my

role I have brought together psychologists and

digital technology researchers to expand the

concept and enable new thinking.  The

universities have different expertise that work

across disciplines to enable new insights.

Business, marine, engineering, psychology,

tourism, art, design, additive manufacturing,

Artificial Intelligence and many more are all

subjects contained within a university. 

Access 

There is a multitude of equipment, space,

students, world class research that a business

can access through engagement with the

university.  Longer term engagements can lead

to greater benefits.  In the current climate

universities are looking at real world problems

that can help and provide space for

collaboration.  



Design of new programmes

Working with businesses can lead to the design

and delivery of programmes that are relevant to

current and future business needs.  The

ultimate aim for a university is to ensure they

are enabling students to find their place in the

workforce and to help that, they are always

looking for ways at ensuring courses are fit for

current business thinking. 

Opportunity to Research Real World

Problems

There is an opportunity for academics to

address challenging research questions with

real world application.  There are grants

available to make this happen through Innovate

UK.  These grants are not just available to larger

organisations. Engaging with SMEs is an

intitiative that the government wants to

promote and many grants will state that an SME

must be a lead or a partner within these grants. 

Tangible Impacts

As discussed previously, academics need to

highlight how their research can impact on

individuals, society, business or the community.  

The collaboration is a vital component to

enabling this opportunity.  

F O R  T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  A N D  T H E

B U S I N E S S



LIMITATIONS

There are so many benefits to working with a

university and it doesn’t cost to have an initial

conversation, so although I have listed some

limitations below these are just reminders to

enable a smooth collaboration.

Time

Collaboration takes time, it is a resource-

intensive activity for both business and

university.  Money is only one part of the

exchange between industry and the university

research teams.  Successful collaborations rely

on investment in time spent on collaborative

work and in the exchange of ideas, materials

and tools.  It is important to understand and

define time scales for both sides, as

commitment will arise on both sides that need

to be adhered to.  Universities cannot always

respond to urgent requests for collaboration:

the workload of teaching and research may

impinge on any collaboration.  

Understanding

A good collaboration does involve each side

understanding the way in which partner

organisations operate.  Each sector will have

different institutional objectives.  It is important

to remember that methods work differently for

businesses and universities and it is important

to recognise and understand the differences

from the start.  A shared vision of the

collaboration is key to its success.  It is

important to define what you are looking for as

part of the collaboration with a definite number

of outcomes you wish to achieve, which should

be discussed and agreed upon. 

of Collaboration



Things to Remember:

Management of Intellectual Property Rights

needs to be discussed as part of the proposal.

Ensure you as the business understand the

university viewpoint on intellectual property. A

decision should be made and agreed upon

about who owns the information you produce

as part of the collaboration.



All UK universities work with established

businesses in a myriad of ways:

collaborative research and

development; supporting innovation in

SMEs; consultancy and advice;

internships and placements for

students; graduate employment and

providing Continuing Professional

Development.

Collaboration on Projects

Collaboration and advice on your

innovation project can be advanced by

the research and knowledge contained

within the university.  Many academics

are happy to collaborate on projects and

advise on the next steps.  There are

grants within the university and Innovate

UK to advance this collaboration, with

open calls to more specific sector

grants.  Universities are engaging with

businesses on a daily basis and many

now have departments and units

dedicated to extending the collaboration

further.  As previously mentioned this

could mean engaging with research

already taking place or designing a new

project with academic time accredited to

the project.  

 

Space

Many universities now have space for

new entrepreneurs and start up

companies.  With many being involved in

an innovation centre or science park to

encourage collaboration.  The Formation

Zone

(https://www.formationzone.co.uk/) in

Plymouth is an example, with new

companies renting space within a

building to help them get their first

stages complete.  There is an

opportunity also to rent meeting space

and conference space from universities.

Widening Skills

There are many Continuing Professional

Development Courses run by

universities. These range from business

to engineering courses.  Available to all,

they can help to widen your skills.

Universities also run a series of events

open to the public which can range from

historical lectures to engineering and

computer science conferences.  There is

also the opportunity of degree

apprenticeships.  Adaptable by nature,

and utilising Government funding, they 

THE TYPES OF
ENGAGEMENT



can be used to upskill your existing

employees including senior

management, as well as to attract new

talent to your business.  They combine a

high-quality education with work-based

learning and ongoing professional

development, the knowledge your

employees gain can be directly and

immediately applied to the workplace. 

Engaging with Conversation to

shape regional growth

Many universities run regional hubs of

information that bring together

businesses within the local area to

collaborate and learn more.  These can

include conferences where international

experts speak on various topics.   There

are workshops and forums that discuss

the issues that are relevant to the region

and how to tackle the problems, bringing

together local government, LEP,

Chamber of Commerce and other

relevant bodies.  Many hold workshops

and conferences on the Local Industrial

Challenge Strategy.  

Access to Equipment

Universities contain a great deal of

equipment. Although students get first

priorty there is the ability to access

equipment that is not available

regionally.  The University of Plymouth

has the Wave Hub and the University of

Exeter has Camborne School of Mines

which contain equipment that could be

used by the public at a fee.

Student Collaboration, Student

Placements and Work Experience

Student projects can help with your

innovation project, at certain points

during the academic year academics can

enable your project to become part of

the curriculum, opening it up for student

collaboration.  PhD student projects

need an industry partner, so do KTPs.

Student placements and work

experience can be a short term or longer

year’s placement.  There is funding for

internships if you would like to follow this

avenue. If you want to know more about

this aspect, please read more in the

Innovation Champion report: ‘Students

as a Valuable Resource’.

There are so many more opportunities.

From an initial conversation these can be

explored and your collaboration could

be the start of a relationship that can

enhance future innovation and growth.  

If you feel after reading this report you

would like to collaborate with a university

the Acceleration Through Innovation

project can advise you and enable this

collaboration that can enable you to

further your business and innovation

journey.
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The Acceleration Through Innovation programme can support you

further on undertaking stakeholder mapping.

Please contact your Innovation Business Advisor for further

information.

 

 

If you have any questions or comments regarding the contents

of this paper, please contact

ati.research@plymouth.ac.uk

The views expressed within this paper are those of the Innovation Champion and are not

necessarily representative of the University of Plymouth.
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